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An add-on for Firefox to help do-it-yourself PC repair and diagnostics. This Add-on is made for PC
users that do not want to call a repair shop, but rather do it themselves to diagnose the problems
that can occur. Freeware Add-on Features - Over 9,000 types of common hardware problems that
can occur. - Tools for Windows XP, Vista, and 7 and Mac OS X. - Reports and charts show diagnostic
results. - All diagnostic data is saved to a disk and can be exported as HTML or PDF. - A help
message will be displayed if a button is not pressed for more than 5 seconds. Windows 7 has been
extended to support functions that previously did not have a Windows 7 equivalent. The following
features are not yet implemented: - Automatic reopening of Windows - Maximization and restoring -
Desktop and all the programs' when running We have decided to remove the standalone version
(download from the link) because even though it is still popular, Mozilla and its contributors have
been working hard on a replacement, so please use the optional "An Add-on for Firefox to help do-it-
yourself PC repair and diagnostics" with Firefox for Windows instead. Authors All comments will be
reviewed by admins before being added to the site. Content cannot be added to text channels. This
site is read-only.Q: How to refactor this type of function which needs a function name? I would like
to write something like a library function that i can use inside other function easily, something like
this: void somethingElse(int x); void anotherFunction(int y); void main() { int x=1,y=2;
anotherFunction(x); somethingElse(y); } void somethingElse(int x) { std::cout <
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